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Introduction:
Designing Environments
for Learning

One of the most exciting aspects about working in learning and development is that the field is constantly changing. But that can also be
deeply unsettling. Many years ago, I attended a learning industry
conference that featured a number of thought leaders in panel discussions and keynote presentations. A recurring theme of their remarks was
that “instructional design is dead.” This was not something I wanted
to hear—instructional design was the basis for a substantial portion
of my livelihood. I taught instructional design in graduate courses.
I managed a team of instructional designers. And I loved the part of
my work that was instructional design—crafting graduate courses and
professional workshops. I wanted to push off the comments as hyperbole, but they were being made by people whom I knew and respected
in the field.
v|
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After the conference, I continued thinking about what these
colleagues might know that I did not. What would make them
pronounce instructional design dead? As I reflected, I came to realize
that they were not really saying that there would be no more instructional design; that part of the message was indeed hyperbole (whether
they wanted to admit it or not). There will always be a role for formal
training and education programs. What they were saying was that
instruction is only one of the ways we should consider addressing
learning needs in our organization—they were predicting that other
ways of supporting learning and development (L&D) would become
more prominent.
With that insight, I decided to carefully consider all the other ways
that people learn; it’s a long list. As a learning strategist, I wanted to
develop tools that would support me in considering a wider array of
options, and I wanted to be able to explain the approaches to colleagues,
clients, stakeholders, and students. From those ruminations came the
notion of learning environment design. Over time, I developed a
definition for learning environments, a wide-ranging list of potential
components, and a process for designing a comprehensive approach to
addressing learning needs that incorporates informal learning, social
learning, developmental activities, and experiential learning, along
with formal training and development activities. This book captures
this framework and shares important additional lessons I have learned
along the way regarding what makes learning environments work.

AN EMERGING ROLE FOR L&D
The toolkit for learning and development work has been expanding rapidly during the last several decades, along with the changing
| vi
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demands of learners. That expansion has been helped along by new
technologies that make certain techniques possible and cost effective.
Learning and development has a history of embracing a variety of new
strategies and approaches to meet learners’ ever-changing needs. If you
look at the topics that have drawn attention at conferences and generated professional development programs over the years, you can see we
are in a field that is not stagnant. We’ve seen the adoption of e-learning,
collaboration on knowledge management systems, increasing capabilities for producing simulations, growing use of blended strategies, the
incorporation of informal learning, and renewed attention to social
learning, especially through social media.
Josh Bersin and Jane Hart, two prominent learning futurists, have
both outlined trajectories showing how L&D has steadily incorporated
e-learning, informal learning, and social learning approaches into what
was once an industry primarily providing face-to-face training (see
Figure I-1). They suggest that there will be a rising use of collaborative
learning and integrated talent development moving forward (Bersin
and Mallon 2009; Hart 2010). New technologies make a wider array
of strategies possible (and cost effective) and new strategies have
allowed us to be more responsive to changing learning needs.
One way that L&D leaders have responded to these changes is to
make resources more accessible, which gives learners the opportunity
to connect with others and share knowledge, both across the enterprise
and with the wider world through Internet connectivity and social
media. This expansion of strategies and services has not always been
easy, and some L&D departments have not been able to fully embrace
them due to reluctance, lack of resources, or opposition from client
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groups. Others have not adopted an array of strategies because they are
not able to sort out how to do it effectively.
FIGURE I-1. THE EVOLUTION OF CORPORATE LEARNING
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Top arrow adapted from Bersin and Mallon (2009); bottom arrow from Hart (2010).

Those who have embraced new technologies, meanwhile, have
not always seen the anticipated benefits. A 2014 Corporate Executive
Board (CEB) study concluded that while access to new resources and
tools has increased, employees at all levels are struggling to be productive when taking advantage of them; people spend time learning, but
are not getting enough useful knowledge and skill for their effort. One
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recommendation for correcting this problem is to guide learners to
those resources, people, and activities that are most helpful.
Learning environment design offers a way of conceptualizing how
to blend a variety of strategies into a coherent and valuable whole.
A learning environment is a collection of resources and activities for
learning, which is deliberately curated with a specific knowledge and
skill development need in mind. Those resources and activities run
the gamut, including reference materials and information resources
(books, articles, videos, links); interpersonal connections with
experts, coaches, and peers; formal learning activities such as training
and degree programs; manager-led activities designed to support
learning and development; and the learner’s own on-the-job learningby-doing activities.
The approach can be used by learning strategists, course designers,
technology advocates, managers, and others to assemble a solid collection of resources to support learning for a specific skill set or knowledge base. Designing learning environments is a practical way to assist
learners in managing their own development; it bridges the divide
between structuring learning into courses and abandoning learners to
the vagaries of an Internet search.
As the L&D department changes its focus from training to a more
diversified portfolio of products and services, new roles will emerge for
learning professionals. Among the most frequently cited is the role of
curator, which we’ll discuss at length in later chapters. There may also
be more need for L&D practitioners to provide one-on-one assistance
as advisers, coaches, and learning advocates. And the role of crafting
learning strategy will likely require deep collaboration with technology
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experts and external providers in order to line up the most useful tools
and resources for knowledge and skill building across the enterprise.
This is the backdrop for the emergence of the learning environment
design framework.

LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS IN CONTEXT
In today’s workplace, we have two fairly distinct types of learning challenges. The first challenge is about communicating baseline knowledge
and skill sets to people who likely don’t know what they need to know.
That’s usually a curriculum challenge. The other challenge is helping
people to deepen their knowledge and skill levels, and pick up additional learning as necessary in the course of engaging in a role. It can
be daunting to consider how to support this kind of learning because
multiple knowledge bases and skills are needed, each learner has varying levels of expertise, and one never really knows the optimal time to
“teach” the next thing. This challenge is about supporting those with
more individual, unique, and complex learning needs.
To explore these challenges, it might be helpful to imagine a few
examples. For the first learning challenge, let’s take a look at the needs
of a young go-getter named Ralph. Ralph is a newly hired customer
call representative who needs to learn about the company’s products,
systems, and workflows, along with the details of his roles and responsibilities, if he’s going to get his career off on the right foot. He joins
the company along with a cohort of soon-to-be peers, who will all be
working in the same building and are all equally in the dark about the
day-to-day details of their new jobs.
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A scenario like this poses the kind of challenge that training
was born to handle. Training is a great solution when learners have
common learning needs, come in with similar backgrounds, and have
the same kinds of tasks to fulfill. Training may be classroom based,
e-learning, formal on-the-job training, or some combination thereof.
Regardless of delivery method, the company can create a training
program for Ralph and his peers that is well defined, well structured,
and consistent for everyone. The company can also make additional
courses and performance support materials available, to support and
encourage growth after the initial new hire training.
For the other type of learning challenge, let’s consider two other
learners in the same organization, Cara and Yuri, who have been hired
as salespeople. Their needs are driven individually, and the role they
are asked to play in the organization requires an array of skill sets.
Cara comes with a stellar sales record in another industry, while Yuri
was hired from inside the organization based on his knowledge of the
products and strong client relationship management skills. Both are
highly motivated self-starters, and both have a strong desire to do well.
For Cara to be effective, she will need to learn about the company,
products, and industry. Only then can she apply her exceptional sales
skills to her new role. On the other hand, for Yuri to be effective, he
will need to learn the sales process and strengthen his client influencing skills so that he can use his deep knowledge of the company
and its products to effectively represent them in a sales situation. Both
will work in the United States, but Yuri is based on the West Coast
and Cara is in the New England office. They start their new jobs one
month apart.
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It will be more difficult for formal training to effectively address the
kinds of needs that Cara and Yuri typify. There isn’t enough commonality in background and need that would allow one formal solution
to meet the learners where they are, and the hiring pattern is such
that it would be difficult to get the minimum number of participants
for a formal course, at least in a face-to-face or synchronous format.
However, Cara and Yuri need to come up to speed quickly, so they
need to learn just enough, just-in-time. No one program (even a
boot-camp-style immersion) will work as a once-and-done solution
for them.
This second kind of challenge is occurring more and more, as roles
and skills become increasingly multifaceted and complex and learners
come into a company anywhere along a wide continuum of knowledge
base and skill level. Specific learning needs for these individuals—who
may be dispersed geographically, sometimes even globally—come up
at different times. The only things they may have in common are the
topics on their learning plans: the knowledge base and skills needed
to be effective. These learners need to be able to learn what they need
when they need it—and they are capable of making the determination of what and when for themselves (or in collaboration with their
managers). There may occasionally be instances when formal training
makes sense for this group, but for the most part their learning needs
should be addressed through other means.
Performance support and informal learning are sometimes touted
as the best strategies for meeting these kinds of needs. The thinking
goes that since these learners are self-starting individuals, it’s possible
for them to manage their own learning. Some people say that learning
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can be self-serviced with an Internet connection and the rich array of
content it provides, such as articles, videos, education resources, social
media, and communities of practice.
But that abundance of choice often creates decision paralysis.
Too much energy is required to search for and vet resources, find the
right people to talk to, and sort through all the noise to get to what
is important. Rather than feeling unfettered and empowered, learners
may feel lost and abandoned. There has to be a better way.
What can learning and development do for Cara and Yuri? L&D
professionals can be immensely helpful if they can guide learners to the
best resources; introduce them to thought leaders, potential collaborators, and peers; give guidance about the knowledge and skills needed
to be successful; and embrace and teach practices that strengthen their
abilities to learn both on the job and in hours between appointments.
They can help create an environment in which learners can acquire
the knowledge and skill they need in the time, place, and pace of
their choosing.

A Learning Environment Strategy
A learning environment isn’t necessarily a thing one can point to. It’s
a collection of resources and practices that enables the development
of knowledge and skill. A learning environment is constituted by the
people in a network, the books on their bookshelves, access to specific
Internet materials, the support of their managers, and the ways learning
happens every day just by working, as well as through other potential
resources and activities. To learn at any given moment, people access
whatever is available in their immediate vicinity, either physically close
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by or accessible through technology. In a very real sense, everyone lives
in a learning environment. People are constantly engaged in activities
and interactions that promote learning and growth, and surrounded
by the people and resources that support it. There is a wide variety of
tools for search and social interaction available.
A well-designed environment is conceptualized by designers or
learning leaders in collaboration with subject matter experts and learners, and is deliberately curated to meet a specific learning need. This
collection of components includes static resources, human connections, formal learning events, development strategies, and experiential
learning practices.

An Example Environment for New Salespeople
What if the learning strategists and sales management team for Cara
and Yuri worked together to identify and provide access to the most
useful resources for their salespeople’s anticipated learning needs?
They might collect links to all the information Yuri needs to become
an effective salesperson and all the resources Cara needs to learn the
company’s products and services. Other resources might include
self-assessment tools, presentation templates, and job aids, as well as
links to short e-learning modules and other brief formal courses that
lay the groundwork for a specific knowledge base or skill. Introducing Cara and Yuri to people who can support them would also be
important, so the company could provide a robust directory to help
them easily find colleagues with specific knowledge and skills. The
management team might also encourage them both to join a professional organization, which would provide additional resources and
networking opportunities.
| xiv
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The sales management team could also ensure ongoing development by using monthly meetings as an opportunity to share success
stories and debrief lost contracts, allowing the whole team to benefit
from lessons learned. Managers may routinely “ride along” to observe
salespeople in action—using the time to applaud and amplify what
the salesperson is doing well and to provide developmental feedback.
Salespeople might be actively encouraged to reach out to one another
for advice and support, and a private microblogging tool could allow
them to ping one another for quick answers and virtual high-fives for
their successes. In some instances, forming mentoring relationships
will also be helpful.
As highly motivated self-starters who are enthusiastic about the
company and their role in its success, Cara and Yuri will also bring
something to their own developmental efforts. They have both learned
how to enhance their knowledge and skill through learning from their
experiences, and they may share resources with one another and their
other peers.
This combination of ingredients creates a fertile learning environment. The potential components are illustrated in Figure I-2,
and additional information can be found in the learning environment blueprint in the appendix. The learning team could make all of
these resources available through an easily accessible webpage on the
company intranet. It’s possible that these components could all come
together without a lot of support from the L&D team, because Cara
and Yuri are smart, self-sufficient people, and they will figure it out.
However, when L&D plays a more strategic role in conceptualizing
and promoting this kind of thoughtful aggregation of resources, it
provides a highly valuable service.
xv |
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Home office in a box (how tos for
systems and technology)
Transition playbook–information
on clients in territory
Corporate onboarding
resource site
Sales incentive
information pages

Competitor intelligence materials
(website links, analysis,
white papers)
Sales portal (e.g., detailed product
information, product briefing
sheets, marketing materials, and
archived sales team webinars)
Product apps for smartphones
RFP database (copies of all
RFPs tagged with categories
for easy search)
Sales bulletin and archive
(e.g., a monthly newsletter
including news, tips, profiles,
and upcoming events)
Industry news feeds on intranet
landing page

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Coaching guide provided
to assigned mentor
Sales presentation coaching by the
management team
Sales call partnering (ride-along)
Road Ready assessment (a sales
manager checklist and assessment
to validate whether new
salespeople are up to speed)
All hands huddle conference
calls (arranged by salespeople
for assistance with timesensitive challenges)

Development Practices
company-defined activities

Assigned mentor for
onboarding period
Team profiles on company website
(make it searchable and include
skills profiles and client experience)
Sales team asynchronous
discussion board and
messaging tools
Quarterly regional informal
get-togethers
Sales Institute membership (or
similar professional organization)

Learner Motivation and Self-Direction

Books provided
electronically or in paper.
Success stories (e.g., an
internally recorded series
of interviews that break
down lessons learned from
big wins)
Trusted adviser webinar
series (recorded)
Sales superstar podcast
subscription (vendor
materials about many topics
available or downloadable)
Access to The Sales
Professional article database
Suggested Twitter feeds

Sales Skills Resources

People
interpersonal connections

Sales Team Onboarding

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Observations by experienced sales execs
Individualized coaching

Experiential Learning Practices
on-the-job learning by doing

Sales simulation e-learning
E-learning series on company products
Consultative Selling course
(publicly offered)
Corporate onboarding series
Annual sales conference (includes
concurrent workshops on timely topics)
Monthly sales team webinars (topical
education, usually about new products or
competitor information)

Training and Education
formal learning activities

NOTE: All materials on component list are fabricated for illustration purposes.

Motivation and self-direction are both hiring criteria, and are thus assumed to be quite high for the salespeople’s onboarding learning needs. Nonetheless, motivation
and self-direction should be especially supported by videos of success stories, sales award programs, mentoring, or a monthly splash screen refresh (which could
include a motivational message, usually about sales).

•

•

•
•

•

•

Product and Industry Information

•

•

•

•

Orientation

Resources
reference materials and tools

FIGURE I-2: SALES TEAM ONBOARDING
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ABOUT THIS BOOK
Learning Environments by Design shares a practical approach to designing
a learning environment and provides background to help you ensure
that what you build is effective for the learning concerns at hand.
Chapter 1 introduces the learning environment landscape, detailing its various components and strategies, and how they support learning and performance. Chapter 2 gives the nuts and bolts of learning
environment design by describing a process flow and providing tools
and tips for pulling a learning environment together and making it
available for your learners.
Chapter 3 helps you look behind the scenes to understand more
deeply what makes learning environments work by delving into what
drives and ensures the effectiveness of self-directed learning. The
most important supports for learning are usually human—the people
who teach, coach, and demonstrate, for example—and chapter 4
summarizes some of what we know from research about how social
learning works.
Chapter 5 explores how learning environment design can be
applied to the creation of academic and student-support resources.
The concepts described in this book can inform the design of open
courses and MOOCs, as well as support professors who wish to have
a broader and longer-term impact on their students and their field of
study through creating learning environments for the topics and skills
that are their areas of expertise. Academic administrators may also find
learning environments useful for providing support services.
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Chapter 6 examines where we’re headed with regard to how learning is supported. Not only is training and development in a state of
flux, but schools and universities are also rethinking their approaches.
New technologies will no doubt continue to surprise, delight, and
occasionally dismay us.
The appendix, “Learning Environment Blueprints,” provides three
case studies for further reflection.

THE BENEFITS OF
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT DESIGN
Learning is ubiquitous and people in a wide variety of roles can benefit
from understanding learning environment design.
Learning and development professionals in any role will discover
new strategies and gain an understanding of the factors that enable
learning. You’ll be able to deliver more focused and impactful solutions
to learning needs that are varied and emergent, and to position new
tools and techniques with clients and colleagues.
Chief learning officers, learning leaders, and consultants will be
able to envision how to align formal, informal, social, developmental,
and experiential learning practices in a strategic way.
Managers who are concerned with supporting the development
of the people on their teams will gain the ability to do that without
relying on big budgets or constrained L&D resources. You’ll see what
you can do to recommend learning resources and support learning
within your own group.
Faculty members and academic instructional designers can see
how to break out of more traditional structures for learning, and
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add more open resources and social support for learning in an academic context.
Academic administrators will be able to conceptualize a way to
bundle resources related to student services, such as student leadership
development, academic support, and career services.
Learning technology leaders will strengthen their understanding
of how various tools and techniques support learning, and will be able
to better see how to link varied functionality into a coherent whole.
In addition to all the ways learning environment design can help
you at work, these techniques can also provide guidance as you create
your own environment for gaining the knowledge and skills you need.
These ideas will help you to think through all the resources you could
tap to support your own learning.

A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT FOR
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS BY DESIGN
A book can only take you so far in gaining the knowledge and skills
that are helpful for creating learning environments. And it would seem
a bit contradictory if the only avenue for learning about the subject
was a single book. To that end, my website—www.L4LP.com—will
link you to some additional learning environment design resources
and activities, as well as to other people who are promoting similar
ideas. You’ll also get a listing of courses and seminars on the topic,
conference presentations, and journal articles. Please be in touch with
your stories and questions.
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1
The Learning Environment
Design Landscape

Learning theorists and researchers have come to understand that we
don’t so much “teach” as we create an environment in which people
can learn. Learning facilitators design experiences and activities that
allow people to grasp new concepts, learn required knowledge, and
gain needed skills. More and more, these experiences and activities are
embedded in the workplace rather than brought together in a formal
course. Learning is a natural consequence of everyday interactions
and ongoing work, and the need to gain knowledge and skills is more
immediate and not able to be relegated to formal courseware.
When we need to support learning a specific knowledge base or
skill, we need to expand the scope of our efforts into the workplace.
We need to think about all the different ways that people learn and
create an environment that makes learning resources accessible and
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gives people the support they need when and where they need it. That’s
the vision that learning environment design brings to fruition.
A learning environment is a deliberately curated collection
of learning resources and activities related to a specific
learning need.

The environment metaphor is an important one—it’s an image that
encompasses all the components that surround living things. In a good
environment, the components contribute to well-being and growth.
In a well-designed landscape, for example, the environment includes
sunlight, soil, water, and other elements, and the landscaper ensures
the right elements to help the desired plants thrive. As defined here,
a learning environment is intended to help people to learn and develop,
and it, too, is designed using a wide range of components that support
that endeavor.

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT COMPONENTS
To list all of the possible components of a learning environment would
be as challenging as listing all of the possible plants to grow in a garden.
Species of plants have multiple varieties, and new cultivars are created
every day. In planting a garden, choices depend on climate, location,
soil type, and gardener’s preferences.
A similar process takes place when designing a learning environment. There is a world of options for resources and activities—and
because new activities and resources are created regularly, it would be
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impossible to list all the possibilities. Even so, it’s helpful to start with
a solid list of potential components to include, such as those found
in the learning components chart (Figure 1-1). This chart lists the six
broad categories—resources, people, training and education, development practices, experiential learning practices, and learner motivation and self-direction—under which we can organize many different
learning resources, activities, and practices.
Figure 1-1 enumerates a selection of the typical components that
might be available in each category. These components can be curated
into a learning environment to provide a wide range of possible
supports for learning. Each project will have different particulars, and
this list is not meant to be exhaustive; instead its aim is to prompt ideas
for creating a robust, well-designed learning environment.
You’ll notice as well that several of the categories suggest specific
tools—such as blogging or microblogging tools, screen capture software, and video tools—not because the tools are learning assets, but
because the learners can use them to create and add to the learning
components available in the environment. Designers often include
links to these kinds of tools when they create the learning portals that
act as the entry point to the learning environment.
It’s also important to notice how much of a learning environment
is intangible, embedded in relationships and work practices. While an
electronic portal is often useful for assembling materials and activities,
the environment is physical and interpersonal as well as virtual.
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FIGURE 1-1. LEARNING ENVIRONMENT COMPONENTS
Learning Environment Components

Resources

People

Training and
Education

Development
Practices

Experiential
Learning Practices

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance support
Personal knowledge management
RSS feeds and other filtered information feeds
Shared documents and wiki spaces
Online databases and knowledge management systems
Books, articles, and Internet resources
Job aids
Podcasts and video-casts
Briefings (content delivery without activities)
Procedure manuals and technical manuals
Tools to support learner content sharing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Peer support systems
Social media connections (blogs, microblogs, social bookmarking)
Group forums or discussion boards
Expert directories
Communities of practice
Mentor relationships and developmental networks
Coaching
Professional networks (live and online; professional organizations, user groups)
Conferences and professional meetings
Tools to support interaction

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Courseware and seminars (internal or external; in any delivery format)
Formal coaching after training
On-the-job training
Academic courses, degree programs, MOOCs (massive open online courses)
Certificate, certification, and licensing programs
Follow-up activities and exercises designed to support learning and
application (enrichment and reflection activities)
Tools to support delivery of engaging learning activities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Action learning programs
Stretch assignment management
Rotation and other experiential learning programs based in workplace activities
After-action review practices
Supervisor support, feedback, and coaching
Communication activities to influence learning readiness and application
Career coaching and development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning by doing
Engaging in critical reflection
Experimenting
Collaborating
Self-monitoring and analysis of outcomes and feedback
Creating personal notes, job aids
Teaching and creating resources for others

•
•
•
•

Desire to learn
Belief in link between learning and performance
Confidence in ability to learn
Self-directedness

Learner Motivation
and Self-Direction
Figure adapted from the author. Icons by Ayla Graney.
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The list of components is compiled from a larger pool of potential
items derived from industry models and long-term experience. Those
familiar with the theories will notice elements of blended learning,
transfer of learning, informal learning, and social learning theory and
practice, along with ideas contributed by personal knowledge management and constructivist learning advocates. Looking across these
streams of thought yields a very rich list of potential learning resources,
activities, and practices, which were categorized to make identifying
and selecting them a bit easier.

Resources
Under resources we can list all manner of materials that can be accessed
to fuel learning. These may be physical resources like books, journals,
equipment, or artifacts, or they may be electronically housed resources
accessible using a computer and Internet. Databases, videos, electronic
presentations, job aids, and manuals are also potential resources.
When learners search the Internet for information or to find out how
to do something, they are accessing resources. They might also go to a
library or another physical space where reference materials and other
learning assets can be found. Resources are useful for communicating
explicit knowledge, which is valuable for people new to a role or task,
as well as for supporting just-in-time learning and more direct performance support. The trick is finding resources that are at the right level,
high quality, and relevant to a particular context. Learners need to
take in the information and then figure out how to effectively apply it
for themselves.
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People
The people category recognizes the fact that relationships are critical
to learning. Accessible face-to-face or online, people can offer wisdom,
feedback, quick answers, insights, and modeling, among other things.
In short, they provide the active interpersonal connections necessary
for deep understanding and collaboration. These relationships can be
deep (as with mentor and protégé relationships) or fairly distant (such
as experts followed on Twitter). People communicate tacit knowledge
through interpersonal interactions—teaching, mentoring, answering
questions, and discussing—and they are co-learners and collaborators.
While ubiquitous, learning through interactions with others is often
far from a simple matter, requiring trust, effective communication,
and follow-up. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 4.

Training and Education
Formal training and education are valuable when learner needs and
course objectives are aligned. Training and education provide the
framework around which to organize thinking and can be very useful
for bringing people new to a role or task up to speed. Courses can be
classroom-based, online, e-learning, self-study, on-the-job training, or
offered in some combination of these modes. They may be for credit
or not for credit; offered within an organization or by an educational
institution, professional organization, or vendor. The degree to which
people learn from training and education depends a great deal on the
quality of the courses. Research has shown that retention and application depend on relevance, deep engagement, practice, and feedback.
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The two component categories in the two bottom rows of Figure
1-1 highlight a range of learning and development practices. Learning is not just accomplished through drawing on knowledge and skills
from other sources; it is often accomplished through processing one’s
own experiences.

Development Practices
The development practices category encompasses practices that the
organization and its management team can implement to support
learning. These practices require the active engagement of supervisors
and managers, and play an important role in accelerating growth within
the organization. Managers can ensure a culture in which self-directed
learning can thrive through offering coaching and feedback as well
as group reflection and continuous improvement activities. Development programs, on-the-job observation and feedback, strategies for
sharing lessons learned among the team, and action learning projects
are just some of the other ways that organizations support learning
through development practices. In academic programs, there may be
opportunities to regularly debrief work-based experiences and connect
learners with one another on an ongoing basis. Specific development
practices may also be listed under other categories (for example, mentoring could be a program under development practices or a relationship
under people), but it’s often important to identify the mechanisms for
organizational and management support in order to ensure a culture
that supports learning overall.
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Experiential Learning Practices
The experiential learning practices category lists some of what individuals do (alone or with others) to make meaning of experiences and
transform them into concepts, ideas, and guidance for future action.
When you ask people to describe how they learn, one factor that
almost always comes up is learning by doing. Deep skill development
is facilitated through practice and reflection, and new knowledge is
created through action and collaboration. A designer or learning leader
doesn’t necessarily create these experiences, but there may be ways to
promote specific kinds of experiences and to nurture learning from
them, most especially by making self-assessment and reflection tools
available to learners. Constructive feedback is often an essential part of
this learning process as well.

Learner Motivation and Self-Direction
Underpinning all these component categories is learner motivation
and self-direction. Learners need to choose to learn, so without some
degree of motivation, little learning can occur. (It’s true that learning
can happen without conscious choice, but the kind of learning needs
we’ve been discussing in this book are more often those which learners need to recognize and choose to address.) Learner motivation is
the foundation for learning in all categories, and the components that
promote motivation and self-direction can be found in all categories as
well. You can imagine that some readings (resources) may be inspirational, prompting people to want to learn more, or that some thought
leaders (people) may intrigue and exhort in ways that get potential
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learners on board, so motivation is promoted through many different
components (although not necessarily all). Self-direction is important
because a learning environment strategy assumes that the learners will
access materials as they need them. There is much more on this subject
in chapter 3.

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT STRATEGIES
In the grand scheme, learning environments fit nicely among existing
human resource development solutions, such as instructional solutions and performance-support solutions. Formal instruction is best
when a specific set of learning objectives needs to be achieved, and
instructional designers can employ solid instructional design processes
and practices to address them. Performance support is called for when
there is a need to provide immediate help in the workflow, and performance support specialists can suggest approaches that will enable that.
But when an assessment uncovers a knowledge or skill development need that can’t be neatly addressed through instructional or
performance support solutions, a deliberately curated learning environment may be the best way to provide the learning support required
for people to engage productively in their own ongoing development.
There are many reasons why a learning leader might choose to
design a learning environment; therefore, strategies are customized
depending on the learning need and the characteristics of the learner
groups they are meant to serve. The following sections discuss the four
most likely scenarios.
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Blended Learning Hub
As our electronic tools have grown, our blended learning strategies
have gotten more sophisticated. Historically, blended learning has
referred to some combination of e-learning, classroom-based learning,
and coaching; however, more recently designers have found it valuable
to cast a wider net for enrichment activities, application exercises, job
aids, and support. Blended learning hubs are centered on the knowledge and skill targeted by a specific formal learning event, and the
resources in this type of learning environment all rally around that
event’s topics. Often, these hubs are accessible only to those enrolled
in the program, sometimes at the cohort level.
This kind of complex blended learning strategy is useful when
you are trying to support the development of a complex skill, which
learners will need to continue to practice and gain facility through real
experience over time. It’s important to support the on-the-job application of the skills with people, resources, and development practices
that help learners continue to grow. The hub can also provide resources
that help deepen learners’ knowledge or skill as they become more
agile with the core content and behaviors.
APPLICATIONS OF A BLENDED LEARNING HUB

Example 1: A university economics professor wants to support her
students in the field, not only after specific courses, but also after graduation. She opens a personal website to provide quick access to Internet resources, seminars, and conferences that are likely to be of interest.
The site also holds an annotated bibliography of recommended books.
To keep things fresh, the professor actively posts to a Twitter feed that
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shares links to new articles of interest, and she also writes a blog where
she discusses current events. Former students and other followers are
invited to comment, and the professor engages in ongoing discussion
around the topics of her posts.
Example 2: An organization wants to train its management team in
the concepts and approaches of design thinking as a way of encouraging innovation. Learning strategists design a set of courses to teach
core concepts, but they also support learning by making book recommendations, identifying a number of articles and websites that speak
to these concepts, creating templates and tip sheets, offering coaching
on crafting and facilitating meetings intended to use design thinking approaches, and publishing a blog that highlights design thinking
stories from within the organization. They organize all these materials
on a webpage available through the company’s intranet.

Knowledge Exchange
The focus of a knowledge exchange is just that—giving interested
parties the opportunity to share tactics, tools, results, and resources for
the good of the practicing body as a whole.
This strategy works well when there is already a large body of accumulated knowledge that would be helpful for people new to a role or
profession. It is also useful when knowledge and practices are quickly
evolving, or when the learners are working on skills at an advanced
level. A knowledge exchange supports advanced knowledge creation
and allows experts to share their evolving knowledge so that less experienced people can access it.
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EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS OF A KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE

Example 1: A large consulting firm has associates deployed worldwide, and the knowledge they are accumulating through experience
is also dispersed. A knowledge exchange provides an outlet through
which consultants can share their experiences, documents, and lessons
learned, so that others can search for material that might be leveraged
for their own projects. For more immediate needs, the consultants can
share their activities and expertise by using microblogging tools for
short Q&A, posting their profiles (so that finding people with relevant
knowledge and skills is easier), and writing blogs about their experiences. The knowledge exchange also aggregates recommendations for
beneficial training programs and professional activities.
Example 2: A group of center city activists recognizes that they are
learning what works and what doesn’t through their own individual
experiences, and they could increase their success by sharing what they
know. They arrange to meet regularly to network and share their plans.
In addition, they build an online space where they post resources, store
documentation on their various campaigns, share a discussion board,
and coordinate calendars so that everyone can learn from what others
are doing (and occasionally find synergies).

Learning Resource Portal
In this scenario, the design focuses on creating a portal (Internet site)
that aggregates a solid collection of formal and informal learning assets
for an amorphous or diversified group of potential learners. The driving force here is featured content, rather than the assessed needs of
potential learners.
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This strategy is useful when the learners’ needs diverge considerably, in such a way that it may be difficult to form a cohort with similar
needs. A learning resource portal allows learners to self-select the materials and activities that best suit their development goals.
APPLICATIONS OF A LEARNING RESOURCE PORTAL

Example 1: A professional association of local architects wants to support
its membership’s learning needs. The members have many specializations and are at varying levels of expertise and tenure. A learning portal
organizes a range of formal courses, certification options, videos, articles, books, blog feeds, discussion forums, and other learning materials
for easy access. It even includes a listing of local architectural highlights
with links to information about each building’s architect and history.
Example 2: A workforce development team wants to increase the
number of potential employees who have coding skills. They partner
with a community college to offer an array of courses, and also create
a website with links to other learning resources, many of which are
free. The site includes information about potential job opportunities
coming to the region and the necessary skills needed to apply.

Collaboratory
A collaboratory is among the most innovative of the learning environments because its focus is bringing like-minded people together
so they can share and develop new knowledge and practices. Collaboratories feature tools and resources designed to support collaborative
knowledge creation in addition to knowledge sharing.
This emergent learning environment strategy is particularly useful
in cutting-edge areas of practice. Professionals in these environments
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are often using their own ingenuity to create what they need when they
need it, and they are frequently experimenting with new practices.
A collaboratory gives co-learners space to work together and discuss
issues with one another, sharing their work, successes, and failures for
the good of all.
APPLICATIONS OF A COLLABORATORY

Example 1: A talent development team in a large technology-oriented
organization has decided to adopt a badging strategy to help track
knowledge and skill sets across the organization, and to recognize
ongoing development and accomplishments. (Badging is a way to
recognize skill sets and contributions; “badges” are given to people
by peers or governing bodies in recognition of an accomplishment or
competence.) Colleagues working on the talent development strategy
create an intranet space where they can share articles of interest in
the emerging practice of competency badging, and where they can
co-create and document the strategies they are crafting inside the organization. A discussion board and instant messaging tool allows them
to ping one another as new questions arise, so that they don’t need to
reinvent practices if others have already worked on similar projects.
They often meet over coffee to discuss the organization’s needs and to
help one another brainstorm how to structure badging criteria.
Example 2: A local library converts its basement space to create a
“maker lab” for inventors who want to take advantage of 3-D printing technology. It houses computers, a variety of 3-D printers, digital
design software, and other equipment. A page on the library website
contains links to a variety of relevant Internet resources. The lab offers
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workshops for entrepreneurs and hosts networking events. Most
importantly, it is a place that encourages interaction among people
with ideas.
Figure 1-2 summarizes these strategies. While the descriptions are
helpful in considering the possible uses for learning environments,
they are not all-inclusive or mutually exclusive. Often, learning
environments incorporate elements of several strategies to meet a
unique need.

CURATING AN EFFECTIVE ENVIRONMENT
When you curate the components for your learning environment,
you do so primarily on the basis of the relevance and quality of the
resources. A comprehensive learning environment contains components in each of the major categories: resources, people, training and
education, development practices, and experiential learning practices
(promoting motivation and self-direction can be accomplished within
these components).
How do you determine whether you have enough of the right
components to ensure you are giving your learners what they need?
Your search begins with your purpose—as illustrated in Table 1-1,
different purposes call for different types of components. Your learning environment may incorporate several purposes; you can determine
which components work most effectively together by asking, “in order
to achieve this purpose, what kind of components might learners want
to access?”
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FIGURE 1-2: LEARNING ENVIRONMENT STRATEGIES
Learning Environment Strategies
Strategy

Blended Learning Hub

Knowledge Exchange

Purpose

Typical Projects

• Provide ongoing support
for developing routine skills

• Management or
leader development

• Support application
(performance)

• Complex or deep
skill building

• Support exchange of
explicit knowledge

• Product or
process knowledge

• Capture and spread
new knowledge

• Community of
practice resources

• Provide database of
information to quickly
access as needed
• Nurture a community
of practice

Learning Resource
Portal

• Improve learning
efficiency; guide to
most useful resources

• Knowledge and skill
building in existing
fields of practice

• Support building of deep
knowledge base or skills

• Deepening
competency over time

• Improve craftsmanship
• Share and
develop knowledge
• Rapidly advance practice
Collaboratory

• Innovation initiatives
• Rapid upskilling

• Provide support for
solving problems
• Support exchange of
tacit knowledge

The examples in the table are not meant to be all-inclusive; they
simply demonstrate the process of thinking through what might be
necessary to achieve a specific aim, and show how certain components
more directly align with specific purposes. (The example purposes are
drawn from Figure 1-2.)
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TABLE 1-1. SUGGESTED COMPONENTS BY PURPOSE
Purpose

Suggested Components

Support exchange of
explicit knowledge.

Knowledge databases, shared documents, procedure
manuals, e-learning modules, job aids, training courses or
education, after-action reviews, learning by doing

Provide ongoing
support for
developing
routine skills.

Performance support, procedure manuals, role models, peer
support, foundational training, e-learning demonstrations,
practice exercises, structured feedback, coaching, learning
by doing, experimenting

Support exchange of
tacit knowledge.

Shared documents, peer support, social media, discussion
forums, expert databases, after-action reviews, mentoring,
collaborative projects

Improve
craftsmanship;
support building of
deep skills.

Social media, communities of practice, professional
networks, role models, mentoring, advanced education,
coaching and feedback mechanisms, stretch assignments,
self-assessment tools, collaboration and teamwork, learning
by doing, critical reflection

Support application
(performance).

Job aids, performance support resources, people to
provide support and feedback, social media, discussion
boards, supervisory support, tools for self-assessment and
feedback, learning by doing

Capture and spread
new knowledge.

Shared documents and wiki spaces, user-generated content
sharing, social media, discussion boards, peer teaching,
rotational assignments, after-action reviews, critical
reflection, collaborative projects

Provide support for
solving problems.

Shared documents, job aids, peer-support systems, expert
directories, professional networks, on-the-job training,
supervisory support, experimenting, collaborating

Nurture a
community
of practice.

Shared documents and wiki spaces, peer-support systems,
social media, cohort or team training and education
programs, action-learning programs, collaborating

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
DESIGN FRAMEWORK
Curating components and organizing them into a strategy for learning constitutes learning environment design, which exists within a
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larger system for learning and performance. The entire framework is
captured in Figure 1-3.
The framework shows the overlap of performance and learning
environments, and it highlights the components in each, which form
a fairly complex system. Getting the lay of the land so that you can
effectively conceptualize a learning environment therefore requires
surveying a pretty big terrain, so let’s take a look at each more closely.

The Performance Environment
We know from studies of human performance that performance
outcomes are the result of interplay among a variety of factors,
which include:
• Performer capability: The knowledge and skills an individual
brings to a task.
• Expectations: The degree to which people know what is
expected of them.
• Workflow and systems: The practices and systems (including
computer systems and hardware) that enable the work to
be done.
• Performance resources and tools: The support resources like job
aids, manuals, and databases, as well as physical tools.
• Supervisory practices: How supervisors and managers enact
their roles.
• Team dynamics: The quality of the interpersonal and
work relationships among team members—how well they
work together.
• Incentives and rewards: The structure and nature of formal and
informal recognition for jobs well done.
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These factors make up the performance environment, and the
effectiveness of each of these systems and practices directly influences
the performance outcomes achieved. Performance consultants know
how to analyze the entire system to determine recommendations to
improve performance or eliminate barriers. Describing all the factors
related to human performance is beyond the scope of this book, but
see the additional resources section for more comprehensive books on
the subject.
Understanding the desired performance and related performance
factors is an important prerequisite to creating environments that
deliver valued outcomes. Before embarking on a project to support
learning, it is important to understand the degree to which all other
performance factors support the desired on-the-job behaviors. If there
are any strong barriers or counterinfluences at work, then simply helping people gain knowledge and skills may not actually result in the
desired performance and business outcomes; energies may be better
spent elsewhere. When learning projects fail to affect performance,
that failure can sometimes be traced to the fact that employee capability was not the only—or most important—factor that needed to be
changed in the performance system. (For example, work procedures
weren’t supportive, or supervisory practices needed work.)
If your front-end needs assessment shows that increases in knowledge or skill (performer capability) will positively affect performance,
then you’ve got a bona fide learning need. (See chapter 2 for more on
assessment.) There are many strategies to support learning, and designing a learning environment is one way to align a number of those strategies to a common goal.
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FIGURE 1-3. LEARNING ENVIRONMENT DESIGN FRAMEWORK
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Figure adapted from the author. Icons by Ayla Graney.

The Learning Environment
As discussed, the learning environment is made up of resources,
people, training and education, development practices, experiential
learning practices, and learner motivation and self-direction. The
fact that components in the learning environment are also part of the
performance environment is an interesting dynamic. The learning
and performance environments overlap; some learning is embedded in
the performance environment (for example, collaborating on a project,
accessing performance support tools for learning), and some learning
is accomplished by stepping outside the performance environment
(mentally or physically) for a brief period. Assets that support performance can sometimes also be leveraged for learning, and vice-versa.
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The Learning Environment Design Processes
The learning environment design processes of envisioning, finding,
curating, assembling, and cultivating are applied to designing the
environment as a whole. These processes are discussed in detail in
chapter 2. To some degree, these processes can also be applied to
designing a performance environment.
As you can see, learning environment design exists within a very
dynamic context. Achieving desired performance can be a complex
task, as can ensuring that people have the requisite capability to do
their part. Too often, formal learning events alone don’t account for
this complexity, and they only attempt to affect a small portion of the
whole system. That may well be appropriate for some needs, but with
a well-curated learning environment in play, you have a much better
opportunity to support people in developing the knowledge and skills
they need to succeed.

RELATED IDEAS
There are a number of related ideas that can be leveraged to conceptualize a designed learning environment. You’ll find more information
on these ideas in the additional resources section and on my website
(www.L4LP.com) if you want to explore them further.

Learning Ecosystems
Definitions vary, but in general a learning ecosystem is the combination of people, processes, technologies, and content that support
learning and performance. In their 2014 whitepaper, Marc Rosenberg
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and Steve Foreman defined a learning and performance ecosystem
as one that “enhances individual and organizational effectiveness
by connecting people and supporting them with a broad range of
content, processes, and technologies to drive performance.” The
components in their model include performance support, knowledge
management, access to experts, social networking and collaboration,
structured learning, and talent management. Like any ecosystem, a
learning and performance ecosystem is constituted by its interdependencies; the parts don’t work nearly as well if they are out of sync with
one another. The “ecosystem” label is appealing because it conjures
a metaphor about growth, cyclical regeneration, and mutual support
that feels appropriate when we are discussing how people learn in
dynamic organizations. While the terminology is still evolving, learning ecosystems seem to be under discussion when learning leaders are
trying to strategize the organization’s culture and infrastructure as it
relates to supporting learning. A learning ecosystem is writ large. On
the other hand, a learning environment, as discussed in these pages, is
related to a specific learning need and learner group. Learning environment designers select the relevant aspects of the learning and performance ecosystem to curate a set of resources and activities for learning
a specific knowledge base or skill in context. The ideas behind the
terms ecosystem and environment go hand-in-hand, and many people will
interchange them.
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Personal Learning Environments
Also called personal learning networks or personal knowledge management, a personal learning environment (PLE) encompasses a collection of resources, people, and practices that an individual pulls together
to support his or her own learning. PLEs often have many technological components, because the Internet opens pathways to abundant
resources, and we have access to electronic tools (storage, presentation
tools) that have proven quite useful for supporting and promoting
self-directed learning.

Communities of Practice
A community of practice is based in the interactions among a group
of people who have a common domain of practice; who share similar
processes, procedures, tools, and approaches (often with a specialized
language as well); and who genuinely want to advance their knowledge
and practices by interacting with and supporting one another. In this
context, the community is primarily defined by the people and their
interpersonal relationships, but these days there is often a website,
discussion board, or communication tool offered as well to support
openness among community members.

Environments Conducive to Learning
It’s interesting to note that teachers and facilitators often talk about
creating “an environment conducive to learning” (also called a learning
environment) by which they mean creating a space in a classroom,
home, or workplace that acts as a petri dish for learning and growth.
Generally, they are talking about characteristics that are not tangible,
such as openness, tolerance for experimentation or potential failure,
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and psychological safety. A positive environment for learning could
also be a place where certain encouraging behaviors (such as helpful
feedback, genuine caring among people, collaboration, or coaching)
are common. Even the features of the physical environment can
contribute to learning: the quality of the light and sound, the comfort
of the furnishings, and the potential of being surrounded by others
who are also learning. A successful learning environment (as defined
here) represents many of these characteristics as well.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
The core idea in learning environment design is to provide learners
with more support in finding and accessing learning resources when
and where they need them. Savvy learners have always been able to
manage on their own, and they have been given a real boon with the
explosion of available materials and connections on the web. But that
massive amount of material also has drawbacks—it takes time and
judgment to find the right materials, and many learners don’t have
the time or background to adequately judge the quality and applicability of the resources they find. They may not know about the leading
thinkers and experienced experts in their companies or their fields.
They may not even be able to describe the competencies they need to
become more effective in their roles.
Learning professionals can draw together specific materials and
activities that they have vetted to support learners in developing their
knowledge bases and skills. The concepts and processes laid out in this
book may help you imagine how this might be achieved. With the
high-level framework in mind, we can now explore the approach and
theories behind it in more detail.
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